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Abstract

Recent advances on deep learning models come at the price of formidable training cost.
The increasing model size is one of the root cause, but another less-emphasized fact is that
data scale is actually increasing at a similar speed as model scale, and the training cost is
proportional to both of them. Compared to the rapidly evolving model architecture, how to
efficiently use the training data (especially for the expensive foundation model pretraining)
is both less explored and difficult to realize due to the lack of a convenient framework that
focus on data efficiency capabilities. To this end, we present DeepSpeed Data Efficiency
library, a framework that makes better use of data, increases training efficiency, and
improves model quality. Specifically, it provides efficient data sampling via curriculum
learning, and efficient data routing via random layerwise token dropping. DeepSpeed Data
Efficiency takes extensibility, flexibility and composability into consideration, so that users
can easily utilize the framework to compose multiple techniques and apply customized
strategies. By applying our solution to GPT-3 1.3B and BERT-Large language model
pretraining, we can achieve similar model quality with up to 2x less data and 2x less time,
or achieve better model quality under similar amount of data and time.

1 Introduction

Recently, large-scale deep learning models are empowering us to achieve more in many ways,
such as improving programming efficiency by code generation [1] and providing art inspiration
by text-to-image generation [2, 3]. To enable these services and keep improving the quality, deep
learning model architecture evolves rapidly, and the model size is also growing at a tremendous
speed. For example, from GPT to GPT-3 the model size increased 1500x in 2 years [4, 5]. The
increasing model size leads to unprecedented training cost, which recently grows to 2 months
on thousands of GPUs/TPUs [6, 7]. On the other hand, a less-emphasized perspective is that
the training cost is proportional to both model scale and data scale, and recently data scale
is increasing as fast as model scale. In Figure 1, we plot the model and data scales of several
representative language models in the last 5 years. From the oldest model on the left to the

Code will be released soon as a part of https://github.com/microsoft/DeepSpeed.
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Figure 1: Model scale (number of parameters) and data scale (number of tokens consumed
during training) of representative language models in the last 5 years [8, 9, 5, 6, 7].

newest models on the right, both the model and data scales increase at a similar speed. This
demonstrates the importance of improving data efficiency: to achieve same model quality with
less data and/or to achieve better model quality with the same amount of data.

Although there exist various techniques that improve data efficiency during training, applying
them to large scale models still has many challenges in practice:
• Lack of extensibility. Techniques like Curriculum Learning improves data efficiency by

indexing and sampling training data based on certain difficulty metric [10]. However, AI
frameworks such as PyTorch only provides uniformly random data sampler, and it is difficult
to find a general and extensible library to analyze, index, and sample large-scale training data
based on arbitrary difficulty metric or even a combination of metrics.

• Lack of flexibility. Techniques like TokenBypass [11] provides data routing decisions and
skips the compute of part of the input tokens at some middle layers during BERT pretraining,
reducing pretraining cost while maintaining model quality. However, it requires several special
implementations that may only work for the tested BERT pretraining case, such as using an
importance score to determine which tokens to drop, and adding whitelist for special tokens
(e.g., [CLS]). This could limit the possibility and benefit of applying it to other cases.

• Limited composability. Although promising data efficiency solutions have been proposed
independently, combining multiple methods together for the best outcome is still a laborious
process, requiring changes in multiple places in the training pipeline: data loader, data
sampler, model architecture, etc.
To address these above challenges, we present DeepSpeed Data Efficiency library, a frame-

work that makes better use of data, increases training efficiency, and improves model quality.
Specifically, DeepSpeed Data Efficiency library demonstrates the following contributions:
• Efficient data sampling via curriculum learning. We present a general curriculum

learning library which enables users to employ curriculum learning to their models at maximum
extensibility: users can analyze, index, and sample their training data based on any custom
difficulty metric or a combination of multiple metrics. Using this library, we are able to
explore multiple metrics for GPT-3 and BERT pretraining, and identify the best metric (and
the combination of metrics). This best metric provides up to 1.5x data and time saving while
still achieving similar model quality compared to the baseline with full data. When using the
same amount of data, curriculum learning with our best metric provides even better model
quality than baseline.

• Efficient data routing via random layerwise token dropping. We employ a recently
proposed technique called random layerwise token dropping (random-LTD), which skips the
computation of a subset of the input tokens at all middle model layers [12]. Compared to
previous work, random-LTD provides a more flexible data routing solution that can be easily
applied to various model architecture and training tasks.

• Seamlessly composing multiple methods. The proposed DeepSpeed Data Efficiency
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framework seamlessly composes the curriculum learning and random-LTD techniques, and
only requires minimal changes on user code side. Furthermore, by composing both methods
we can achieve even better data and training efficiency: for GPT-3 1.3B pretraining we can
achieve up to 2x data and 2x time saving together with better or similar model quality as
compared to the baseline training. When using the same amount of data, our approach
further improves the model quality than baseline. Users can also extend and contribute to the
library by adding additional data efficiency techniques (e.g., different metrics for curriculum
learning and different data routing methods) to compose together.

2 Background and Related Works

Data sampling. For deep learning, the most common data sampling method for minibatch
stochastic gradient descent is uniform sampling, where at each step a batch of data is drawn
uniformly at random from the whole training data. However, it’s potentially beneficial for the
learning process to focus on different kinds of data at different training stages, and one example
here is the curriculum learning technique [10]. Curriculum learning aims to improve training
convergence speed by presenting relatively easier or simpler examples earlier during training.
Building a curriculum learning solution usually requires two components: the difficulty metric
(i.e., how to quantify the difficulty of each data sample) and the pacing function (i.e., how to
decide the curriculum difficulty range when sampling next training data batch). In the NLP area,
curriculum learning has been applied on small-scale one-stage tasks and downstream fine-tuning
tasks, such as neural machine translation (NMT) [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] and natural language
understanding (NLU) [18, 19, 20, 21]. There are also a few works that explore curriculum
learning for language model pretraining [22, 23, 24, 25]. However, one common limitation among
existing works is that there does not exist a generalized and extensible curriculum learning
library, which allows practitioners to easily apply custom curriculum difficulty metrics, the
combination of metrics, and pacing functions. One evidence is that for the curriculum learning
works for language model pretraining, most of them only focus on the sequence length metric
due to the difficulty of exploring other metrics on the huge pretraining dataset.

Data routing. In common deep learning training, the model is considered as a whole and
all sampled data will be routed to all model components. However, it’s potentially beneficial to
route each data sample to only a subset of model components, improving the training efficiency.
One direction of efficient data routing is to add data bypassing/skipping capability to existing
model architectures. TokenBypass [11] skips the compute of part of the input tokens at some
middle layers during BERT pretraining, reducing pretraining cost by 25% while maintaining
model quality. However, as mentioned in Section 1 TokenBypass includes many specialized
implementations that limit its flexibility. More recently, random layerwise token dropping
(random-LTD) [12] proposes to skip the computation of a subset of the input tokens at all
middle layers. Compared to previous works, random-LTD does not require any importance
score or any special token treatment, and it can be applied to all middle layers except the first
and last layers. As a result, random-LTD demonstrates broad workload coverage (GPT/BERT
pretraining and GPT/ViT finetuning) and good data/training efficiency improvement (up to
1.5x data and 1.3x time savings). Random-LTD is a quite flexible method applicable to various
training tasks, but one limitation is that it has no control on the data batch itself, which is still
uniformly sampled from the data pool at random. This motivates us to explore how to compose
it with the efficient data sampling technique.

Another direction (that is less related to our work but still) related to data efficiency is
Mixture-of-Experts (MoE) [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31] which is a novel model architecture that has
parallel and sparsely activated model components called experts. During training, each data
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Figure 2: Design of the DeepSpeed Data Efficiency framework.

sample will only activate a subset of experts which leads to better training efficiency. However,
one limitation of MoE is that it requires changing the model architecture which could lead to
suboptimal model quality, and it could be difficult to make the architecture change (e.g., when
finetuning a model that is already pretrained).

3 Design

At high-level, the proposed DeepSpeed Data Efficiency framework has two components as shown
in Figure 2: First we have efficient data sampling, where instead of the baseline’s random
sampling, we aim to sample the most suitable next data batch from the whole data pool. We
will describe how we achieve so by a general curriculum learning library, and how it is different
from existing curriculum learning solutions; Second we have efficient data routing, where instead
of pass all input data to all model components, we aim to efficiently route each data through
different components of model. We will describe how we achieve so by leveraging the recently
proposed random layerwise token dropping (random-LTD) technique, and how we seamlessly
compose it with curriculum learning. One thing to note is that curriculum learning and random-
LTD are just one solution for efficient data sampling and routing, and we hope DeepSpeed Data
Efficiency, with its extensibility/flexibility/composibility, could become a platform to host and
compose more and more data efficiency techniques.

3.1 Efficient data sampling via curriculum learning

In Section 2 we discussed that existing curriculum learning works tend to focus on a small set
of difficulty metrics and pacing functions, which may work well for limited tested workloads
but has no guarantee on other cases. Furthermore, existing implementations are usually highly
specialized, making it difficult for practitioners to easily apply these methods to their own
workloads, and explore various customized difficulty metrics or pacing functions.
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To solve these limitations, we design and implement a general curriculum learning library
emphasizing the extensibility. It consists of three components as shown in Figure 3. First we
use a data analyzer to perform the offline CPU-only data analysis which indexes the whole data
pool based on any difficulty metric, which could be the sequence length, the vocabulary rarity,
or anything defined by user. This data analyzer employs a simple Map-Reduce scheme: During
the Map stage, user provides a function that computes the desired difficulty metric, the raw
training dataset, and other configurations such as number of CPU nodes and number of threads
per node. Then the data analyzer will automatically splits the dataset based on number of
workers, compute the difficulty values in a batched fashion, and write the results to two indexes:
one index maps each data sample to its difficulty value, and another index maps each distinct
difficulty value to the corresponding samples. During the Reduce stage, the data analyzer will
merge the index files produced by all workers. This Map-Reduce scheme is necessary since the
training data could be huge thus has to be distributed. For instance, we have 173 million data
samples (each with sequence length 2048) for GPT-3 pretraining and 2.5 billion data samples
(each with sequence length 6 512) for BERT pretraining. To reduce the memory overhead when
analyzing the huge dataset, we write the index files as numpy memory-mapped files. Using
this data analyzer we are able to efficiently analyze GPT-3 and BERT pretraining data based
on various difficulty metrics. Using 40 CPU threads on a single node with AMD EPYC 7V12
64-Core Processor, we can finish the analysis on one metric within 3 hours for GPT-3 data or
80 hours for BERT data.

Next, during training, the curriculum scheduler will determine the difficulty threshold for
the current step based a pacing function such as linear, rooted, or any strategy provided by
user. Then the data sampler will sample the data with desired difficulty from the indexed data
pool. To apply the proposed curriculum learning solution to a existing training pipeline, user
just need to call an API and provide the raw training data, path to the difficulty metric index
(computed in the offline analysis), and pacing function configurations. Based on those, the
DeepSpeed Data Efficiency framework will provide a curriculum learing-based data loader that
users can simply iterate at each step. Using this general and extensible curriculum learning
solution for GPT and BERT-style model pretraining, we are able to easily analyze and index
the huge training data based on up to 7 difficulty metrics and enable better data and training
efficiency, which we will present in Section 4.
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3.2 Efficient data routing via random layerwise token dropping

For efficient data routing, we choose to employ the recently proposed random-LTD technique
due to its flexibility and broad workload coverage. To apply random-LTD to an existing training
pipeline, user needs to provide some configurations for random-LTD (e.g., the dropping ratio to
start with, and the pacing function of the dropping ratio at each step), together with the module
class that they want to apply random-LTD (e.g., a TransformerLayer class). Then DeepSpeed
Data Efficiency will wrap the module with a new module that includes token dropping capability,
and drop some of the input tokens for this module during training.

3.3 Composing curriculum learning and random-LTD

The curriculum learning and random-LTD techniques are complementary. During training,
curriculum learning helps to sample the next data batch, and random-LTD helps to decide
how to route each sampled data inside the model. DeepSpeed Data Efficiency hides several
complexities when composing the two techniques so that users can easily enable/disable each
technique. For example, some curriculum learning metrics would affect the actual sample
sequence length, thus inside DeepSpeed Data Efficiency we make sure that the random-LTD’s
token dropping mechanism is aware of this, and also adjust the calculation of number of actual
consumed tokens which are affected by both techniques. The composibility of DeepSpeed Data
Efficiency enables us to leverage both data efficiency techniques and achieve even better data
and training efficiency, which we will present in Section 4. Furthermore, this composibility also
applies to data sampling and routing techniques in general, so that DeepSpeed Data Efficiency
provides a platform to implement additional data efficiency techniques and compose them
together.

4 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the proposed DeepSpeed Data Efficiency framework by GPT-3 and
BERT pretraining. We first evaluate the benefit of using the curriculum learning technique
(efficient data sampling). Then we present the benefit of using both curriculum learning and
random-LTD (efficient data routing) techniques.

4.1 Setup

Model and data. We use the Pile public dataset [32] to perform the pretraining of GPT-3
1.3B [5] (24 layers, 2048 hidden size, 16 attention heads) and BERT-Large [8] (24 layers, 1024
hidden size, 16 attention heads) models.

Hardware. For GPT-3 pretraining, all of the experiments are performed on 64 NVIDIA
V100 GPUs (32GB memory). There are 4 nodes and 16 GPUs per node. For BERT-Large
pretraining, all of the experiments are performed on 64 NVIDIA A100 GPUs (40GB memory).
There are 8 nodes and 8 GPUs per node.

Pretraining hyperparameter. For GPT-3 pretraining, we set some of the hyperparame-
ters the same as the original OpenAI work [5]: seqlen 2K, batch size 512, learning rate 2e-4. We
set other hyperparameters differently: (1) OpenAI pretrains GPT-3 on 300B tokens. To evaluate
data efficiency techniques, we pretrain with 3 different total training tokens: 300B, 200B (67%),
and 150B (50%). (2) When using less than 300B training tokens, we increase the peak learning
rate proportionally (e.g., 2x LR when using 50% data). This is similar to the situation where
we increase learning rate when increasing batch size. (3) We do not use OpenAI’s batch size
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warmup method because our GPT-3 125M model pretraining experiments show that it does not
help on model quality under the same training tokens. And the smaller batch sizes prevent us
to pretrain on large number of GPUs at the beginning, which leads to longer training wall-clock
time; (4) Since we don’t use the batch size warmup, our training has more tokens at early steps.
Thus we increase the linear learning rate warmup duration from OpenAI’s 375M tokens to 3B
tokens; (5) OpenAI uses a single cycle cosine learning rate decay over 260B tokens, and the
min learning rate is 10% of peak learning rate. However, based on our experiments and related
works [33, 34], we changed the decay duration to always equal to total training token and the
min learning rate to always equal to 1e-6, which provide better model quality.

For BERT-Large pretraining, we set some of the hyperparameters the same as the Megatron-
LM work [9] since it achieves better model quality than original BERT: seqlen 512, batch size
1024, learning rate 1e-4 with linear warmup up at first 10000 steps and then linearly decay
to 1e-5. We set other hyperparameters differently: (1) Megatron-LM pretrains over 2M steps
(1049B tokens). To evaluate data efficiency techniques, we pretrain with 2 different total training
tokens: 1049B and 734B (70%). (2) When using less than 1049B training tokens, we increase
the peak learning rate proportionally. (3) Megatron-LM decays the learning rate over 2M steps.
Since our techniques could change the number of tokens at some steps, we change the decay to
token-based and set the decay duration always the same as total training tokens.

Curriculum learning (CL) hyperparameter. For GPT-3 and BERT-Large pretraining,
we explore 7 CL difficulty metrics:
• Truncation-based sequence length (seqtru), for GPT and BERT. This metric start

with shorter data samples and gradually increase the sequence length during training. To
change the sequence length, this metric will truncate the sequences (from the end of sequence)
while keeping the number of samples unchanged, thus the number of tokens will decrease.
This metric is recently applied to GPT-2 and GPT-3 models and demonstrate decent training
efficiency gains [35]. The original BERT pretraining recipe has two stages with sequence
length 128/512, which is kind of similar to this metric but it is an abrupt length increase
instead of continuous sequence length warmup.

• Reshape-based sequence length (seqres), for GPT. This metric is similar to seqtru
metric, but instead of truncating we break the original sequences into segments based on the
desired new sequence length. Thus we are essentially “reshaping” the input tensor into more
samples and shorter lengths. This metric is proposed in MosaicML Composer as a variant
of the seqtru metric [36], but their documentation does not describe which way provides
better model quality. We don’t apply the seqres to BERT case because unlike GPT data
where all tokens are valid, BERT input sequences only include two natural sentences thus
each sequence has different “effective sequence length” and then padded to 512. If we simply
“reshape” BERT sequences, some of the new short sequences may only contain padding tokens.

• Reorder-based sequence length (seqreo), for BERT. This metric is similar to seqtru
metric, but instead of truncating we adjust the sequence length by reordering the training
data based on the “effective sequence length” in BERT training data sequences.

• Vocabulary rarity (voc), for GPT and BERT. This metric is proposed in a work
applying CL to neural machine translation [16]. It computes the product of the unigram

probabilities for each sequence by −
∑N

k=1 log(p(wk)) where p(wk) is the vocabulary frequency
(inside whole training data) of the kth word in the sequence. Lower value indicates that the
sequence has more common vocabularies. This value can be regarded as an approximate
language model and it also implicitly incorporates the sequence length information (since
longer sentences leads to product of more terms thus larger values).

• seqtru voc, for GPT and BERT. seqres voc, for GPT. seqreo voc, for BERT.
These 3 metrics are combinations of above metrics. For seqtru voc and seqres voc, we first
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reorder the training data based on voc metric, then apply seqtru or seqres as a kind of
post-processing. For seqreo voc, we treat it as a single new metric and reindex the data based
on it.
Besides the difficulty metrics, another set of CL hyperparameters is the pacing function:

the start and end difficulty (ds and de), total number of CL steps (Tc), and the kind of pacing
function (linear, sqrt, etc.). For seqtru and seqres metrics, we set the ds and de as value-based
(e.g., ds = 80 and de = 2048) since the possible values of these two metrics are continuous.
For other metrics, we usually set ds and de as percentile-based (e.g., ds = 1% and de = 100%)
since the possible values of these metrics are discrete, but in some cases we found that it’s
beneficial to also set them as value-based. For seqtru and seqres we use a linear pacing function
(dt = ds +(de−ds)×min( t

Tc
, 1)) following the preivous work [35], while for other metrics we use

a sqrt pacing function (dt = ds + (de − ds)×min(( t
Tc

)2, 1)). This is because all other metrics
will only sample from a subset of data pool before reaching the end difficulty, and previous work
finds that in such case it’s beneficial to use a sqrt function to avoid sampling too much easy
samples at the beginning [16]. ds and Tc are the only two parameters that need tuning (de is
always the highest possible difficulty). For some cases, we follow the low-cost tuning strategy
proposed in previous work [35], where we perform binary search on a very small portion of
early training. For remaining cases, we simply use the same set of hyperparameters or scale Tc

proportionally based on the total training token ratio.
Random-LTD hyperparameter. We follow the hyperparameter settings in the original

random-LTD work [12], which is similar to CL: starting from a sequence length rs which denotes
how many tokens left for each middle layer after dropping, random-LTD will gradually drop less
tokens (following a linear function) and eventually stop dropping after Tr steps. When using
100% training data, we simply use the same rs and Tr as the original work. When using less
data, we reduce the Tr proportionally.

Model quality evaluation. To evaluate the quality of pretrained GPT-3 models, we per-
form 0-shot and 10-shot evaluations on 19 tasks: HellaSwag [37], LAMBADA [38], TriviaQA [39],
WebQs [40], Winogrande [41], PIQA [42], ARC Challenge/Easy [43], ANLI R1/R2/R3 [44],
OpenBookQA [45], RACE-h [46], BoolQ [47], Copa [48], RTE [49], WSC [50], MultiRC [51],
and ReCoRD [52]. To evaluate the quality of pretrained BERT-Large models, we finetune the
models for 4 tasks: MNLI [53], QQP [54], and RACE (middle and high difficulty) [46]. We follow
the fine-tuning hyperparameters from the Megatron-LM work [55]: for MNLI/QQP/RACE we
finetune with 10/12/3 epochs, batch size 128/128/32, and learning rate 1e-5/5e-5/2e-5.

4.2 Evaluation of curriculum learning (CL)

GPT-3 pretraining. Among the 5 CL difficulty metrics we have for GPT-3 1.3B model, to
find out which metric provides the best model quality we pretrain the model (with 100% data)
5 times (each time with 1 CL metric). For seqtru metric (the only metric that was previously
applied to GPT-3 model pretraining to our knowledge), we tune the CL hyperparameters ds
and Tc based on the low-cost tuning strategy proposed in previous work [35]. Then for other
metrics we use the same hyperparameters without retuning for fair comparison. For voc metric
the ds is changed to percentile-based (1%) as explained in Section 4.1. After pretraining we
compare the model quality by 0-shot and 10-shot evaluation accuracy as presented in Table 1
case 1 to 6. Results show that all 5 CL metrics provide better model quality than baseline
(except (4)CL voc’s 0-shot accuracy), and the (5)CL seqtru voc provides the best quality. The
extensibility of our general CL library enables us to swiftly apply different CL metrics to
this large-scale model pretraining with huge training data, and identify a new CL metric that
provides better model quality than existing solution ((2)CL seqtru).
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Table 1: GPT-3 1.3B pretraining cost and average evaluation accuracy on 19 tasks. Accuracy
results for each single task can be found in Appendix A.1

CL/rLTD Pretrain data Pretrain time Avg 0-shot Avg 10-shot
Case hyperparameter (billon tokens) (hours on 64 V100) accuracy accuracy

(1)baseline N/A 300 (1x) 260 (1x) 42.5 44.0
(2)CL seqtru ds = 80, Tc = 110K 300 (1x) 257 (1.01x) 43.4 44.8
(3)CL seqres ds = 80, Tc = 110K 300 (1x) 248 (1.05x) 43.0 44.5
(4)CL voc ds = 1%, Tc = 110K 300 (1x) 257 (1.01x) 42.3 44.5
(5)CL seqtru voc same as (2) + (4) 300 (1x) 259 (1.00x) 43.6 44.9
(6)CL seqres voc same as (3) + (4) 300 (1x) 248 (1.05x) 43.0 44.4
(7)rLTD rs = 128, Tr = 200K 300 (1x) 263 (0.99x) 43.7 44.9
(8)CL seqtru voc+rLTD same as (5) + (7) 300 (1x) 260 (1.00x) 43.8 45.1

(9)baseline N/A 200 (1.5x) 174 (1.49x) 41.9 44.0
(10)CL seqtru voc seqtru: ds = 80, Tc = 73K 200 (1.5x) 171 (1.52x) 42.7 44.5

voc: ds = 1%, Tc = 73K

(11)baseline N/A 150 (2x) 130 (2.00x) 42.0 42.7
(12)CL seqtru voc seqtru: ds = 80, Tc = 55K 150 (2x) 129 (2.02x) 42.6 43.7

voc: ds = 1%, Tc = 55K
(13)rLTD rs = 128, Tr = 100K 150 (2x) 131 (1.98x) 42.7 43.5
(14)CL seqtru voc+rLTD same as (12) + (13) 150 (2x) 130 (2.00x) 42.8 44.0

All 5 CL cases have similar total training time as the baseline since they all use 300B tokens
training data, although the seqres metric in cases 3 and 6 provides a slight time saving. This is
because seqres change long sequences into more but shorter sequences, which helps reducing
computation time because inside each Transformer block the self-attention and intermediate
layers have time complexity of O(B × L2 × H) and O(B × L × H2), respectively (B,L,H
represent batch size, sequence length, hidden size). The seqtru metric has less such benefit
because it has less tokens per step than seqres due to truncation instead of reshape. Thus it
requires more steps to reach the same 300B tokens which takes more time.

Next we pretrain the model with 67% data, comparing the baseline and the best CL metric
we find (seqtru voc). Results show that the average 0-shot evaluation accuracy drops from 42.5
to 41.9 when baseline use less data (Table 1 case 1, 9). On the other hand, our CL solution
(case 10) with 67% data is able to achieve better 0-shot and 10-shot accuracy than baseline with
100% data, achieving a 1.5x data and time saving.

BERT pretraining. Among the 5 CL difficulty metrics we have for BERT-Large model, to
find out which metric provides the best model quality we pretrain the model (with 100% data)
5 times (each time with 1 CL metric). For seqtru metric (the only metric that was previously
applied to GPT-3 model pretraining to our knowledge), we tune the CL hyperparameters ds
and Tc based on the low-cost tuning strategy proposed in previous work [35]. Then for other
metrics we use the same hyperparameters without retuning for fair comparison. For seqreo and
voc metrics the ds is changed to percentile-based (5%). After pretraining we compare the model
quality by finetuning accuracy as presented in Table 2 case 1 to 6. Results show that all 5 CL
metrics provide better model quality than baseline, and the (4)CL voc provides the best quality.
One thing we notice about this metric is that the last 5% most difficult data have a much larger
abosolute value change: the first 95% data has vocabulary rarity up to 3987, while the last 5%
has vocabulary rarity up to 9069. This motivates us to try the case with the same CL metric
but use value-based pacing function instead of percentile based. And the result (case 7) shows
that it does provide better model quality (than case 4). All 5 CL cases have similar yet slightly
higher total training time than the baseline. This is because curriculum learning requires extra
indexing and sampling overhead than uniform sampling, which is an fixed latency regardless of
the model size (about 0.005 ms per step in our GPT/BERT cases). Because the BERT-Large is
a smaller model than GPT-3 1.3B, this fixed latency overhead has a larger relative impact to
the training time in BERT-Large case. The seqtru metric (in case 2, 5) requires longest time
because it has less tokens per step due to truncation. Thus it requires more steps to reach the
same tokens. On the other hand, we believe that when the goal is to maximize model quality
using all data, it’s still beneficial to employ curriculum learning (with the voc metric) and take
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Table 2: BERT-Large pretraining cost and average finetuning accuracy on 4 tasks. Accuracy
results for each finetuning task can be found in Appendix A.2

CL/rLTD Pretrain data Pretrain time Avg finetune
Case hyperparameter (billon tokens) (hours on 64 A100) accuracy

(1)baseline N/A 1049 (1x) 141 (1x) 85.42±0.31
(2)CL seqtru ds = 128, Tc = 960K 1049 (1x) 153 (0.92x) 85.77±0.28
(3)CL seqreo ds = 5%, Tc = 960K 1049 (1x) 144 (0.98x) 85.46±0.33
(4)CL voc ds = 5%, Tc = 960K 1049 (1x) 144 (0.98x) 85.91±0.24
(5)CL seqtru voc same as (2) + (4) 1049 (1x) 152 (0.93x) 85.8±0.27
(6)CL seqreo voc same as (3) + (4) 1049 (1x) 144 (0.98x) 85.61±0.32
(7)CL voc value-based ds = 600, Tc = 960K 1049 (1x) 144 (0.98x) 86.13±0.27

(8)CL voc ds = 5%, Tc = 700K 734 (1.4x) 101 (1.40x) 85.02±0.29
(9)CL voc value-based ds = 600, Tc = 700K 734 (1.4x) 101 (1.40x) 85.59±0.25

the 2% extra training time.
Next we pretrain the model with 70% data, comparing the baseline and the best CL metric

we find (voc). For CL we again test both percentile-based and value-based pacing function.
Results show that the value-based CL again provides better model quality, and it matches the
model quality of baseline with 100% data (case 8, 9). This demonstrates a 1.4x data and time
saving by CL.

4.3 Evaluation of composed DeepSpeed Data Efficiency solution

GPT-3 pretraining. To explore whether composing CL and random-LTD could achieve even
better data and training efficiency, first we pretrain the model (same 100% training data) with
CL or random-LTD only and with both techniques composed together. Results (Table 1 case 5,
7, 8) show that using either of the technique it’s possible to achieve better model quality than
baseline, but when composed together it’s possible to further improve the model quality. This
demonstrate the composability strength of the proposed DeepSpeed Data Efficiency framework.
The random-LTD only case has 1% higher training time than baseline because the token dropping
mechanism introduces a small computation overhead.

Next we pretrain the model with 50% data. Results (Table 1 case 11 to 14) show that the
baseline has worse 0-shot and 10-shot evaluation accuracy under 2x less data. Using CL or
random-LTD can only recover part of the accuracy loss. On the other hand, the composed data
efficiency solution is able to achieve the same or better accuracy results as baseline with 100%
data, demonstrating a 2x data and 2x time saving.

To better understand how the proposed approach influences the model convergence, Figure 4
plots the token-wise validation perplexity during pretraining. At the beginning of the training
the proposed approach has slower convergence since we focus on easier/simpler data samples
(CL) and drop more tokens (random-LTD) at the beginning. On the other hand, at the later
stage of training the proposed approach is able to provide faster convergence speed than baseline.
Our approach with 50% data is able to achieve similar final validation perplexity as baseline
with 100% data (while baseline with 50% data cannot). Our approach with 100% data is able
to achieve even better final validation perplexity which leads to the highest model quality.

5 Conclusion

Unlike model scale which could reduce in the future with novel architecture, the amount of
available training data will increase continuously and irreversibly. Language model pretraining
is the first to reach a data scale that even training one full epoch is difficult, but sooner or
later all machine learning tasks will face the same data efficiency challenge. In this work we
propose the DeepSpeed Data Efficiency framework, which demonstrate the power of composing
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Figure 4: Validation perplexity during GPT-3 1.3B pretraining, comparing the baseline and the
best DeepSpeed Data Efficiency solution under 100% and 50% training data.

different data efficiency techniques together. This enables us to achieve a 2x data and time
saving for GPT-3 and BERT pretraining, or to achieve even better data quality under similar
data and time. We hope this work could motivate more research on data efficiency, and we
hope DeepSpeed Data Efficiency could become a data efficiency platform that accelerate these
research.
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Table 3: GPT-3 1.3B 0-shot evaluation results. The first column is the results of the original
OpenAI GPT-3 1.3B model [5]. All the other columns are in the same order as the rows in main
paper Table 1. OpenAI results are not directly comparable to ours because the training data
are different.

(8) (14)
(5) (6) CL (10) (12) CL

(2) (3) (4) CL CL seqtru CL CL seqtru
(0) (1) CL CL CL seqtru seqres (7) +voc (9) seqtru (11) seqtru (13) +voc

Case OpenAI baseline seqtru seqres voc +voc +voc rLTD +rLTD baseline +voc baseline +voc rLTD +rLTD
Train tokens 300B 300B 300B 300B 300B 300B 300B 300B 300B 200B 200B 150B 150B 150B 150B

Avg. 47.9 42.5 43.4 43.0 42.3 43.6 43.0 43.7 43.8 41.9 42.7 42.0 42.6 42.7 42.8

(0) HellaSwag 54.7 51.9 52.3 52.4 51.8 52.7 52.2 54.1 54.3 50.9 52.0 49.9 50.6 51.6 52.1
(1) LAMBADA 63.6 62.0 61.2 61.7 60.6 61.9 61.1 62.9 62.3 59.8 61.4 59.5 59.6 61.3 61.7
(2) TriviaQA 19.7 7.0 7.91 7.63 6.66 7.65 6.07 7.9 7.55 6.15 6.46 5.9 7.2 6.37 7.42
(3) WebQs 4.63 1.38 1.62 2.07 2.56 1.38 2.02 3.15 2.17 2.46 1.67 1.03 2.26 2.66 3.2
(4) Winogrande 58.7 55.6 59.1 58.2 57.1 58.9 56.9 58.5 58.4 54.9 58.2 56.6 57.1 57.1 57.5
(5) PIQA 75.1 71.4 71.0 72.1 70.8 71.4 72.1 71.2 71.5 70.7 71.4 71.4 71.9 70.5 72.0
(6) ARC Challenge 35.5 29.4 29.6 29.3 28.8 30.1 28.9 28.7 30.1 28.5 28.2 27.2 27.0 28.7 27.6
(7) ARC Easy 53.8 53.7 54.3 55.0 54.0 55.2 55.0 54.4 56.4 53.5 53.2 52.7 53.7 54.1 54.0
(8) ANLI R1 33.4 31.6 33.3 30.7 33.4 33.5 31.6 33.0 31.6 31.6 29.8 33.0 32.9 32.1 33.7
(9) ANLI R2 33.3 33.7 33.8 32.8 33.0 33.3 32.9 32.5 31.5 30.4 33.2 31.8 33.9 34.6 33.6
(10) ANLI R3 33.4 33.1 35.2 33.5 33.2 33.3 33.9 33.4 35.2 33.7 35.8 32.4 34.8 34.9 35.0
(11) OpenBookQA 46.8 32.4 31.8 32.0 31.2 34.0 34.6 34.0 34.0 31.0 33.0 30.4 32.4 33.6 32.4
(12) RACE-h 40.9 35.2 34.2 35.7 35.3 35.3 34.3 35.4 36.4 34.6 33.9 34.3 34.2 34.6 34.9
(13) BoolQ 62.4 62.4 63.1 62.5 60.2 62.7 63.6 61.9 63.6 62.0 62.8 61.2 59.6 61.5 61.9
(14) Copa 77.0 72.0 70.0 75.0 72.0 73.0 77.0 76.0 75.0 71.0 74.0 72.0 75.0 71.0 71.0
(15) RTE 56.0 54.2 58.1 54.9 52.0 56.0 54.2 55.0 54.5 55.2 54.9 59.2 55.6 55.2 54.5
(16) WSC 61.5 36.5 42.3 36.5 34.6 43.3 36.5 43.3 40.4 36.5 37.5 36.5 36.5 37.5 36.5
(17) MultiRC 13.6 1.05 2.1 1.47 3.15 0.944 0.944 0.839 2.41 0.839 0.839 0.839 1.68 1.05 1.15
(18) ReCoRD 85.2 83.3 83.7 83.5 83.2 83.8 83.3 84.7 84.3 82.8 82.4 82.5 82.6 83.6 83.6

A Appendix

A.1 GPT-3 1.3B evaluation results

Table 3 and 4 present the 0-shot and 10-shot accuracy results for each task achieved by the
pretrained GPT-3 1.3B models.

A.2 BERT-Large finetuning results

Table 5 presents the finetuning results for each task achieved by the pretrained BERT-Large
models.
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Table 4: GPT-3 1.3B 10-shot evaluation results. The first column is the results of the original
OpenAI GPT-3 1.3B model [5]. All the other columns are in the same order as the rows in main
paper Table 1. OpenAI results are not directly comparable to ours because the training data
are different. Note that OpenAI used different number of shots for each task, while we use the
same 10 shots for all tasks.

(8) (14)
(5) (6) CL (10) (12) CL

(2) (3) (4) CL CL seqtru CL CL seqtru
(0) (1) CL CL CL seqtru seqres (7) +voc (9) seqtru (11) seqtru (13) +voc

Case OpenAI baseline seqtru seqres voc +voc +voc rLTD +rLTD baseline +voc baseline +voc rLTD +rLTD
Train tokens 300B 300B 300B 300B 300B 300B 300B 300B 300B 200B 200B 150B 150B 150B 150B

Avg. 49.0 44.0 44.8 44.5 44.5 44.9 44.4 44.9 45.1 44.0 44.5 42.7 43.7 43.5 44.0

(0) HellaSwag 54.9 52.4 52.7 52.6 52.0 52.7 52.8 54.7 55.1 51.2 52.2 50.5 50.9 52.2 53.0
(1) LAMBADA 57.0 57.6 56.0 57.0 55.7 57.0 57.6 59.5 59.6 55.1 56.4 54.2 55.7 57.5 58.9
(2) TriviaQA 32.1 13.5 14.0 13.9 13.2 14.7 13.0 13.5 13.7 12.6 12.9 11.5 12.0 11.5 12.3
(3) WebQs 19.6 11.8 11.9 12.0 12.9 12.6 12.5 12.5 13.8 12.1 11.5 10.0 11.6 10.2 12.1
(4) Winogrande 59.1 57.4 56.7 58.9 58.2 60.0 58.2 58.7 58.1 55.9 59.2 56.8 58.0 58.4 58.4
(5) PIQA 74.3 71.5 71.4 71.5 71.4 71.5 72.3 71.6 72.6 71.1 72.0 71.2 71.7 71.4 71.4
(6) ARC Challenge 36.7 32.8 32.2 33.4 32.7 32.8 32.5 32.8 34.6 32.3 32.7 31.7 31.2 30.5 31.7
(7) ARC Easy 59.1 63.5 65.2 64.6 64.7 64.7 64.4 64.2 65.9 63.2 63.9 61.5 63.0 61.7 63.0
(8) ANLI R1 32.5 29.8 31.6 31.4 31.7 31.6 32.7 32.3 32.7 31.3 32.5 32.0 30.8 33.0 32.4
(9) ANLI R2 31.4 34.4 34.6 33.0 31.2 33.7 31.9 32.4 32.6 34.0 32.9 31.0 32.0 34.0 34.0
(10) ANLI R3 36.0 33.6 34.1 33.1 33.4 33.8 33.8 32.8 33.8 31.9 33.9 32.7 31.7 35.2 35.2
(11) OpenBookQA 50.6 32.4 34.0 34.6 34.0 35.4 35.2 33.6 32.6 33.0 33.2 33.4 33.4 32.2 29.8
(12) RACE-h 41.4 34.5 36.6 35.4 35.3 36.7 35.5 37.1 36.7 35.7 34.4 35.5 34.2 35.9 34.6
(13) BoolQ 64.1 60.8 63.5 59.4 63.1 62.1 63.1 64.2 64.0 62.8 62.1 58.8 63.4 58.2 62.0
(14) Copa 77.0 76.0 74.0 79.0 76.0 76.0 74.0 73.0 74.0 74.0 77.0 69.0 70.0 71.0 70.0
(15) RTE 50.9 48.0 55.2 50.5 53.8 52.7 49.1 53.1 52.0 56.0 54.5 48.0 56.0 48.4 51.2
(16) WSC 49.0 36.5 36.5 36.5 36.5 36.5 36.5 36.5 36.5 36.5 36.5 36.5 36.5 36.5 36.5
(17) MultiRC 20.8 5.88 7.24 5.35 6.93 5.77 5.98 6.19 5.35 4.51 5.67 4.51 6.19 5.67 6.4
(18) ReCoRD 84.0 83.0 83.4 83.3 82.4 83.6 83.2 84.6 84.0 82.3 82.7 82.2 82.4 83.8 83.3

Table 5: BERT-Large finetuning results. The first row is the results of the original Megatron-LM
BERT-Large model [9]. All the other rows are in the same order as the rows in main paper
Table 2. Megatron-LM results are not directly comparable to ours because the training data are
different, and because Megatron-LM reports median while we report mean and std.
Case Train tokens MNLI-m (dev) MNLI-mm (dev) QQP (dev) RACE-m (dev) RACE-m (test) RACE-h (dev) RACE-h (test) Average

(0)Megatron-LM 1049B 89.7 90.0 92.3 N/A 86.9 N/A 81.5 N/A
(1)baseline 1049B 89.09±0.05 89.52±0.23 92.29±0.13 84.58±0.28 82.88±0.63 80.54±0.32 79.01±0.51 85.42±0.31
(2)CL seqtru 1049B 89.15±0.36 89.65±0.1 92.25±0.06 84.42±0.26 83.79±0.51 81.39±0.41 79.72±0.29 85.77±0.28
(3)CL seqreo 1049B 89.08±0.2 89.29±0.04 92.29±0.06 84.03±0.43 83.14±0.85 81.2±0.36 79.18±0.38 85.46±0.33
(4)CL voc 1049B 89.16±0.11 89.55±0.17 92.23±0.06 84.75±0.29 83.96±0.29 81.69±0.27 80.0±0.48 85.91±0.24
(5)CL seqtru voc 1049B 89.19±0.13 89.5±0.06 92.37±0.04 85.18±0.76 83.49±0.51 81.12±0.23 79.77±0.16 85.8±0.27
(6)CL seqreo voc 1049B 89.07±0.16 89.25±0.12 92.3±0.1 84.44±0.47 83.57±0.76 80.94±0.23 79.7±0.39 85.61±0.32
(7)CL voc value-based 1049B 89.28±0.08 89.44±0.13 92.29±0.05 85.42±0.36 84.0±0.61 81.83±0.39 80.65±0.3 86.13±0.27
(8)CL voc 734B 88.89±0.13 89.4±0.11 92.35±0.04 82.96±0.6 83.1±0.44 79.99±0.44 78.46±0.25 85.02±0.29
(9)CL voc value-based 734B 89.06±0.15 89.33±0.05 92.36±0.06 84.47±0.24 83.26±0.6 81.44±0.44 79.24±0.18 85.59±0.25
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